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Predissociation of a high-lying1S1 state of NaK is studied using the optical–optical double
resonance technique. A single-mode ring dye laser is set to a particular 2(A)1S1(v8,J8)
←1(X)1S1(v9,J9) transition. Another single-mode laser~Ti–sapphire! is then used to excite the
molecule from the 2(A)1S1(v8,J8) level, to rovibrational levels of a higher predissociating
electronic state, which we identify as 61S1. The predissociation is monitored by the atomic
potassium emission on the 32D3/2→4 2P1/2 transition at 1.17mm, while bound state radiative
processes are monitored by total violet fluorescence from the upper state to the various rovibrational
levels of the ground 1(X)1S1 state. By scanning the Ti–sapphire laser, different rovibrational
levels of the 61S1 state can be excited. The vibrational levels probed range fromv513 to 20
with rotational states ranging from 9 to 99. The bound state energy level positions are measured
from the center frequencies of lines recorded with the Ti–sapphire laser excitation scans. The
6 1S1 state is then described by the following molecular constants which are calculated from the
experimental values of the level energies:Te525 560.373 cm21, ve589.179 26 cm21,
vexe50.730 691 cm21, Be50.067 327 0 cm21, ae50.000 675 35 cm21, De523.298 3131028

cm21, bel51.518 1731028 cm21. The potential well depth is De54416.0 cm21, if we assume the
most likely asymptotic limit of Na(32S1/2)1K(5 2P1/2). The equilibrium separation isRe

54.158 Å. We also report measured and calculated intensities~Franck–Condon factors! for the
6 1S1→1(X)1S1 violet band. The absolute predissociation rates of 61S1 levels are directly
measured from the linewidths recorded on the Ti–sapphire laser excitation scans. We measure
predissociation rates ranging up to 9.43109 s21. The dependence of the absolute predissociation
rates on rovibrational quantum numbers is studied with an attempt to predict the shape of the
repulsive potential curve causing the predissociation, its crossing point with the bound state, and the
type of perturbative interaction leading to the predissociation. The state causing the predissociation
is determined from correlation diagrams to be the continuum of either the 33P, the 31P, or the
5 3S1 state with Na(3S)1K(3D) dissociation limit. We measure the collisional broadening rate
coefficients of some 61S1←2(A)1S1 lines due to both argon and potassium perturbers, and
obtain the average values,kbr

Ar5~1.160.2!31028 cm3 s21 and kbr
K 5~1.160.6!31028 cm3 s21.

Velocity-changing collisions and collisional excitation transfer between individual rotational levels
of the 2(A)1S1 state are also investigated. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~97!00628-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The predissociation of alkali diatomic molecules h
been a subject of interest for many years~see Refs. 1–12!.
Predissociation can be used as a means for probing repu
states of a molecule and as a mechanism for producing
cited or ground state atoms that are otherwise not prese
the vapor. Our current interest in the predissociation of N
molecules stems from earlier work involving the generat
of coherent infrared emissions. Previous work in our lab13

involving high intensity pulsed dye lasers, showed that wh
a mixed sodium–potassium vapor is excited with two r
laser photons in the range 720–750 nm, a coherent emis
at 1.17 mm appears which corresponds to t
K(3 2D3/2)→K(4 2P1/2) atomic transition. Further studie

a!Present address: Automated Production Technology Division, So
A147, NIST, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899.
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~see Ref. 13 for details! led us to believe that this coheren
1.17mm emission results from a predissociation process
volving the NaK molecule. The present article discusses
investigation of that predissociation process using hi
resolution single-mode cw ring lasers, which provides d
tailed information on the predissociation process and the
lecular potentials involved.

Stevenset al.14 have calculated all NaK potentials up t
the Na(3S)1K(3D) limit andD states corresponding to th
Na(3D)1K(4S) and Na(4P)1K(4P) limits using full-
valence configuration interaction computations with effect
core potentials. Very recently, Magnier and Millie´15 used
pseudopotential methods to calculate potentials up to
Na(3P)1K(4P) dissociation limit. On the experimenta
side, most previous spectroscopic studies of the NaK m
ecule have involved low lying states correlating to t
ground state and first excited states in the separated a
d

107(4)/1094/12/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics

to¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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1095Z. J. Jabbour and J. Huennekens: Predissociation of NaK
limit. Experiments by Kasaharaet al.16 probed Rydberg
states of NaK using the optical–optical double resona
spectroscopy technique. Recently, Berget al. carried out
femtosecond wave packet dynamics measurements of
2(A)1S1 state using theE 1S1←2(A)1S1 probe transition
in the wavelength range 755–832 nm,17 and Hansson ha
studied the E 1S1 state by one-color, two-photo
excitation.18 However, in general, the range of energies b
tween the low lying states and the Rydberg states has
been systematically investigated.

The present paper discusses the experimental obse
tion of the NaK violet band@6 1S1→1(X)1S1# and associ-
ated Franck–Condon factors, the determination of the m
lecular constants of the upper bound state, the investiga
of the predissociation of that state to produce excited po
sium atoms, the determination of the level by level predis
ciation rates, the identification of both the bound and rep
sive states involved in the predissociation process includ
their dissociation limits, the collisional broadening of th
bound-bound rovibrational molecular lines, and finally t
J-changing and velocity-changing collisions involving Na
molecules in the 2(A)1S1 state.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The sodium
potassium mixture is contained in a crossed heat-pipe o
using argon as a buffer gas. Two single-mode ring las
~dye and Ti–sapphire—Coherent models 699-29 and 8
29! are used to study the two-step predissociation proc
The ring dye laser is fixed in frequency to pump a spec
(v8,J8) level of the NaK 2(A)1S1 state from a level
(v9,J861) of the 1(X)1S1 ground state~see Fig. 2!. The
Ti–sapphire laser is then scanned across different rovi
tional transitions coupling the 2(A)1S1 state to a higher
predissociating state that we later identify as 61S1. The two
laser beams counterpropagate through the heat-pipe o

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. L, M, and BS represent lens, mirror, and be
splitter, respectively, while LP, IF, and PMT refer to long pass filter, int
ference filter, and photomultiplier tube, respectively.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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while fluorescence is detected at right angles to the la
propagation direction. Atomic fluorescence, corresponding
the potassium 32D3/2→4 2P1/2 transition at 1.17mm, is de-
tected using a monochromator-Ge detector system. F
standing photomultipliers with different interference filte
are used for total molecular fluorescence detection. The t
violet emissions consist of allowed transitions from a p
ticular 61S1(v,J) level pumped through the two-step pro
cess, to all possible (v9,J61) levels of the 1(X)1S1 state.
The totalA band fluorescence includes all allowed tran
tions from the 2(A)1S1(v8,J8) level labeled with the ring
dye laser to all possible (v9,J861) levels of the 1(X)1S1

state. We use a removable mirror to detect the totalA band
fluorescence with a free-standing PMT on one side of
heat-pipe. When the mirror is removed and the Ge dete
replaced by another PMT, resolved violet orA band fluores-
cence transmitted through the monochromator can be m
tored. On the other side of the heat-pipe, we monitor the t
violet fluorescence. A removable mirror in the violet fluore
cence path allows light from a white light source to be tra
mitted through the heat-pipe, to the monochromator,
alignment purposes and to monitor atomic densities by
sorption.

The ring dye laser beam is chopped, while lock-in det
tion techniques are used to detect fluorescence at the m
lation frequency. This state-labeling technique ensures
all detected signals are produced by molecules that
pumped on the first step to the particular 2(A)1S1(v8,J8)
level labeled by the ring dye laser. Doppler-free satura
absorption is used to find the line center of t
2(A)1S1(v8,J8)←1(X)1S1(v9,J9) transition. For this pur-
pose, a removable mirror is used to retroreflect the ring
laser beam upon itself. Laser-induced fluorescence from
iodine cell and the optogalvanic effect in a barium hollo
cathode lamp are used to calibrate the laser wavemeters

-
-

FIG. 2. Schematic energy level diagram of NaK showing the states of
terest in the present work. Thick solid arrows represent the two-step pu
ing sequence 61S1(v,J)←2(A)1S1(v8,J8)←1(X)1S1(v9,J9). Thin
solid arrows represent the 61S1(v,J)→1(X)1S1(v9,J61) violet molecu-
lar fluorescence and the 1.17mm K(3 2D3/2)→K(4 2P1/2) atomic fluores-
cence emissions which were monitored in this experiment.
, No. 4, 22 July 1997
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1096 Z. J. Jabbour and J. Huennekens: Predissociation of NaK
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Identification of the predissociating bound state

In this experiment, the second step laser~Ti–sapphire!
can excite molecules from the 2(A)1S1 state to a higher
lying 1P or 1S1 state according to the selection rules f
electronic transitions;DL50, 61 andDS50. For DL50
~1S1←1S1 transitions!, the rotational quantum numberJ
obeys the dipole selection ruleDJ561. For1P←1S1 ~DL
561! transitions, the corresponding selection rule isDJ
50, 61.19 Since the excitation spectra recorded by scann
the single-mode Ti–sapphire laser across different transit
coupling the labeled 2(A)1S1(v8,J8) level to various levels
of the predissociating bound state exhibit a doublet struct
we can identify the predissociating bound state as hav
1S1 character.

We assign the dissociation~separated atom! limit of the
predissociating1S1 state to Na(3S)1K(5P) which is the
next higher asymptotic limit above the Na(3S)1K(3D) pre-
dissociation limit~see Fig. 2!. This choice is not the only one
possible, but it yields a reasonable well depth
4416.0 cm21. Other possible asymptotes such as Na(4S)
1K(4S) and Na(3D)1K(4S) yield well depths of 5454.4
and 8887.4 cm21, respectively.20 Only the Na(4S)1K(4S)
asymptote is a reasonable alternative to Na(3S)1K(5P).
However, comparison with the recent theoretical potent
of Magnier and Millié15 indicates that the correct limit is
Na(3S)1K(5P), and thus we identify the predissociatin
bound state as 61S1.

Absolute rotational numbering of intermedia
2(A)1S1(v8,J8) state levels is easily determined sin
these levels can be pumped from either of the two gro
state levels 1(X)1S1(v9,J861). Once a particular
2(A)1S1(v8,J8)←1(X)1S1(v9,J861) transition is found
and a preliminary assignment ofJ8 is made, the laser fre
quency is shifted by Dn5$E@1(X)1S1(v8,J811)#
2E@1(X)1S1(v8,J821)#%/h, calculated using the groun
state constants of Ref. 21. If the assignment is correct,
same resolvedA band fluorescence spectrum will be o
tained. The absolute rotational numbering of 61S1(v,J)
levels can be determined since only the levels 61S1(v,J8
61) can be excited from 2(A)1S1(v8,J8). The absolute
vibrational numbering of the 61S1(v,J) levels is deter-
mined by comparison of measured and calculated Fran
Condon factors~see Sec. III C!.

B. NaK 6 1S1 state molecular constants

The molecular energy levels can be described by a s
dard expansion in powers of the vibrational and rotatio
quantum numbers19

E~v,J!5Te1Gv1Fv~J!, ~1!

whereTe is the energy of the bottom of the potential we
relative to the bottom of the ground state well,Gv5ve(v
11/2)2vexe(v11/2)21veye(v11/2)31••• is the vibra-
tional energy, andFv(J)5BvJ(J11)2DvJ

2(J11)21•••
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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with Bv5Be2ae(v11/2)1ge1(v11/2)21••• and Dv
5De1be1(v11/2)1be2(v11/2)21••• defines the rota-
tional energy.

The measured energy difference between the two vib
tional levels 61S1(v,J11) and 61S1(v,J21) which can
be excited from the same 2(A)1S1(v,J) level, is approxi-
mately given by19

D2Fv~J!5Fv~J11!2Fv~J21!

'4Bv~J11/2!28Dv~J11/2!3, ~2!

where the neglected terms introduce an error of only 0.00
in our Bv values.

We fit our measured values ofD2Fv(J)/(J11/2) as a
function of (J11/2)2 to yield values ofBv andDv . Fitting
Bv andDv as functions of (v11/2) then yields values for the
constantsBe , ae , De , andbe1 , where we assume that th
lowest observed 61S1 vibrational level corresponds tov
513 ~this assumption will be justified below!. Finally, we fit
the rotationless energies of each vibrational level, obtai
by subtractingFv(J) from the measured level energies, as
function of (v11/2) to yield the constantsTe , ve , and
vexe .

19 The various 61S1 state molecular constants ob
tained in this work are listed in Table I, where they a
compared to the theoretical constants of Ref. 15. Error b
in the table represent statistical errors only. The use of a
tional fitting parameters was considered to be unwarran
since our data cover only a limited range of vibrational le
els.

The well depth of the 61S1 state is calculated from the
measuredTe value (25 560.373 cm21), the well depth of the
ground state~De955274.9 cm21, not to be confused with the
centrifugal distortion constantDe!,

21 and the energy corre
sponding to the asymptotic limit$DE 5 E@Na(3S1/2)
1 K(5P1/2)# 2 E@Na(3S1/2) 1 K(4S1/2!#524 701.44
cm21%,20 De5DE1De92Te54416.0 cm21. In a separate
PAPS document,22 we list the experimental 61S1(v,J)
level energies and compare them with those calculated u
the constants in Table I. We note that the experimental
ergies of the 61S1(v,J)←2(A)1S1(v8,J8) transitions are
much more accurate than the 61S1 level energies calculated
from the constants. For the 99 rovibrational levels obser

TABLE I. The molecular constants of the 61S1 state obtained in this work
along with the theoretical constants of Ref. 15. Note that the well de
De should not be confused with the centrifugal distortion constantDe . All
values are given in cm21 except for the equilibrium internuclear separatio
Re which is in Å.

Experiment~this work! Theory ~Ref. 15!

Re 4.158 4.21
De 4416.0 4492
Te 25 560.37360.568 25445
ve 89.179 2660.063 75 84.90

vexe 0.730 69160.001 769
Be 0.067 327 060.000 214 0
ae (6.753 560.116 8)31024

De (23.298 3161.775 57)31028

be1 (1.518 1760.098 98)31028
, No. 4, 22 July 1997
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1097Z. J. Jabbour and J. Huennekens: Predissociation of NaK
with J,69, the rms deviation between the experimental
ergies and those calculated from the fitted constants
0.15 cm21, while larger discrepancies are found for the
observed levels withJ>69. Much better agreement could b
obtained by using a larger number of fitting constants. Ho
ever, due to experimental constraints, we were only able
study vibrational levels in the rangev513–20 in this work.
Thus the extrapolation to the bottom of the potential wel
questionable, and the use of additional fitting constant
likely to increase the errors in the extrapolation. Because
the long extrapolation, significant errors probably exist in
fitted constants~especiallyTe andve!. Such errors are evi
dent in the comparison of the experimental and theoret
Franck–Condon factors~see Sec. III C!. Therefore, the
physical significance of these rotational and vibrational c
stants must be taken with a grain of salt.

C. Franck–Condon factors of the NaK violet band:
6 1S1

˜1(X)1S1

In the analysis described above, we assumed that
lowest observed vibrational level of the 61S1 state~desig-
nated asv i! is given byv i513. The procedure leading to th
assumption is described below.

When the polynomial fits are carried out as outlin
above, a value forv i must be assumed in order to assi
absolute vibrational quantum numbers and to carry out
calculations. Sincev i is not known initially, we assume a
particular value, carry out the fits and find the molecu
constants associated with our assignment. For eachv i assign-
ment, we compute the RKR~Refs. 23–25! potential curve
associated with the corresponding molecular constants
rived from the experimental data.26 From the RKR curves,
we then calculate the Franck–Condon factors~FCF’s!,
u*cv,Jcv9,J9dRu2, for the violet molecular fluorescence tra
sitions from one of the 61S1(v,J) levels to various
1(X)1S1(v9,J61) levels.27 Here cv,J(R) and cv9,J9(R)
are the upper and lower state vibrational wave functions
the latter calculations, the 1(X)1S1 state potential of Ross
et al.21 is used. The FCF’s corresponding to each curve
then compared with the experimental relative intensities~di-
vided by n4! since the latter are proportional to the form
@assuming that the electronic transition dipole mome
De(R), does not vary appreciably withR#,19,28

I f l~v,J→v9,J9!5
64p4

3
Nv,J

SJJ9
2J11

n4

c3
@De~R!#2

3U E cv,Jcv9,J9dRU2. ~3!

Here,Nv,J is the number of molecules in the upper level, a
SJJ9 is the Hönl–London factor.19 We assign the absolut
vibrational numbering according to the best agreement of
calculated FCF’s with the experimental data. The FCF’s
very sensitive to the wave functions~and therefore to the
potential curves!. From this comparison, it appears that t
lowest observed vibrational level in this case is most lik
v i513.

Figure 3 shows the experimental and theoretical FC
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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for the violet emissions from different 61S1(v,J) levels.
The experimental data are corrected for the variation of
detection system efficiency with wavelength. It can be se
that in each case, the observed pattern of strong and w
lines is reproduced fairly well in the calculations forv9
&25 only. However, the experimental FCF’s regularly b
come smaller~relative to the calculated values! with increas-
ing vibrational number of the ground state. This decrease
the FCF values most likely results from a decrease in
transition dipole moment with increasing internuclear se

FIG. 3. Experimental and calculated Franck–Condon factors for transit
from 61S1(v,J531) to different 1(X)1S1(v9,J9530,32) levels.~a! v
515, ~b! v516, ~c! v520. Experimental values are normalized to the th
oretical values atv950.
, No. 4, 22 July 1997
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1098 Z. J. Jabbour and J. Huennekens: Predissociation of NaK
rationR. However, the locations of the FCF ‘‘zeros’’ shou
be accurately reproduced in the calculation because thes
not affected by the variation of the dipole moment. Inde
the experimental intensity zeros are in very good agreem
with the calculations for all upper vibrational levels andv9
&25 ~assumingv i513!. The disagreement for higherv9
must be due to inadequate representation of the 61S1 state
potential well and most likely is the result of the limite

FIG. 4. Experimental RKR potential curves for the 61S1 state ~present
work! and 1(X)1S1 state~Ref. 21! as a function of internuclear separatio

TABLE II. RKR turning points for the NaK 61S1 state.

n R1 ~Å! R2 ~Å! E(cm21)

21/2 4.1583 4.1583 0
0 4.0063 4.3305 44.3982
1 3.9061 4.4716 132.1161
2 3.8420 4.5773 218.3726
3 3.7926 4.6688 303.1677
4 3.7516 4.7524 386.5014
5 3.7164 4.8310 468.3737
6 3.6853 4.9061 548.7847
7 3.6574 4.9787 627.7343
8 3.6319 5.0494 705.2225
9 3.6085 5.1189 781.2493
10 3.5868 5.1874 855.8148
11 3.5666 5.2553 928.9188
12 3.5475 5.3227 1000.5615
13 3.5295 5.3900 1070.7428
14 3.5125 5.4571 1139.4627
15 3.4962 5.5244 1206.7212
16 3.4806 5.5919 1272.5183
17 3.4657 5.6598 1336.8541
18 3.4513 5.7281 1399.7285
19 3.4374 5.7971 1461.1415
20 3.4238 5.8667 1521.0931
21 3.4107 5.9371 1579.5833
22 3.3979 6.0084 1636.6122
23 3.3853 6.0808 1692.1797
24 3.3730 6.1542 1746.2857
25 3.3609 6.2289 1798.9304
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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range of 61S1 vibrational levels observed in the prese
work. Figure 4 shows the ground state 1(X)1S1 and the
6 1S1 RKR potential curves plotted as a function of intern
clear separation, while the turning points of the 61S1 state
RKR potential are listed in Table II. As we can see from F
4, the overlap of the upper and lower state wave functio
for small v9, is dominated by the inner turning point regio
of the upper state, while the outer turning point regi
clearly affects the overlap with the ground state wave fu
tions for highv9. In Fig. 5 we show a detailed comparison
the present experimental 61S1 state RKR potential with the
recent theoretical potential of Magnier and Millie´.15 It can be
seen that while the general agreement is quite good, the
curves disagree somewhat, especially on the outer limb,
that the theoretical curve shows a ‘‘shelf’’ atR;7 Å ~at
even larger internuclear separations,;12 Å, the theoretical
calculations predict a second minimum!. Such features are
due to avoided crossings with other potential curves, but
not affect the present results because they lie above the r
of energies probed in this experiment. However, similar
teractions could result in small inflections lower down on t
outer limb of the true 61S1 state potential which are no
reproduced by the present RKR potential due to the limi
data set used in its construction.

D. Collisional line broadening

In the impact limit, which is appropriate for the cond
tions of the present experiment, the NaK 61S1(v,J)
←2(A)1S1(v8,J8)←1(X)1S1(v9,J9) two-step Doppler-
free absorption line shape is a Lorentzian function with fu
width-at-half-maximum~FWHM!, G tot , given by

G tot5Gpred1Gnat1kbr
ArnAr1kbr

KnK1kbr
NanNa. ~4!

HereGpred is the predissociation linewidth,Gnat is the natural
linewidth of the transition, andkbr

i represents the broadenin

FIG. 5. Comparison of the experimental 61S1 state RKR potential~solid
curve!, obtained in the present work, with the theoretical 61S1 state poten-
tial ~dashed curve! from Ref. 15.
, No. 4, 22 July 1997
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1099Z. J. Jabbour and J. Huennekens: Predissociation of NaK
rate coefficient for a particular perturber species with num
densityni . In the present case, collisional line broadening
dominated by collisions with Ar and K atoms, with a min
contribution from Na atom collisions. Specifically
dissociative collisions such as NaK@6 1S1(v,J)#1@K

Ar#
→Na(3S)1K(3D)1@K

Ar# and quenching collisions suc
as NaK@6 1S1(v,J)#1K(4S)→NaK@1(X)1S1(v9,J9)#
1K(3D), as well as elastic line broadening collisions, co
tribute to the overall collision induced linewidth.

For the various 61S1(v,J)←2(A)1S1(v8,J8) transi-
tions investigated in the present work, we obtain the arg
broadening rate coefficientkbr

Ar from the dependence of th
measured total linewidth,G tot , on the argon gas density a
each fixed temperature~fixed alkali atom density!. The line-
widths are measured by scanning the narrow-band laser
particular 61S1(v,J)←2(A)1S1(v8,J8) transitions, while
recording the total atomic and/or molecular emission. T
measured total linewidth versus argon density~at fixed tem-
perature! is well represented by a least squares fitted stra
line whose slope giveskbr

Ar . We calculate the broadening ra
coefficient as the average of the rates measured at diffe
temperatures for each of a few representative transitio
~We expect that the broadening rate should depend o
weakly on temperature; i.e.,kbr}T

0.3 for van der Waals
broadening.29 Thus, over the temperature range studied he
we expect a variation ofkbr

Ar of less than 5%. This is con
firmed by the measured values ofkbr

Ar which generally agree
to within that limit.! From data of this type, we obtainkbr

Ar

5(1.1660.03), ~1.0360.05!, and (0.9960.03)31028

cm3 s21 for the 61S1(v514, J518)←2(A)1S1(v8516,
J8519), 61S1(v518, J518)←2(A)1S1(v8516, J8
519), and 61S1(v520, J557)←2(A)1S1(v8516, J8
556) transitions, respectively.

We determine the rate coefficients for broadening by
kali perturbers by varying the oven temperature which sim
taneously changes both the alkali atomic and molecular d
sities. Atomic potassium has the highest density at a gi
temperature, while the density of atomic sodium is about
order of magnitude smaller.30 The presence of the sodium
thus introduces;10% uncertainty into the determination o
the potassium broadening rate~assuming that the sodium
broadening rate is not too much larger than that due to
tassium!, since the sodium contribution to the broadeni
can not be separated out. The molecular~K2, NaK, and
Na2! densities are each at least two orders of magnit
smaller than the atomic densities,30 and their effects can be
neglected.

We determine the broadening rate coefficients for ato
potassium perturbers, for the same three transitions as in
study of the broadening by argon, from the slopes of
G tot vs potassium density curves. The rate coefficients
obtain from the average slopes of the linear fits for differ
fixed argon gas pressures arekbr

K5~1.460.5!31028 cm3 s21

for the 61S1(v514, J518)←2(A)1S1(v8516, J8519)
and 61S1(v518, J518)←2(A)1S1(v8516, J8519)
transitions, and kbr

K5~5.562.4!31029 cm3 s21 for the
6 1S1(v520, J557)←2(A)1S1(v8516, J8556) transi-
tion. Note that these values have been obtained by multi
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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ing the measured slopes bynK /(nK1nNa) to partially correct
for the broadening effects of atomic sodium. This correcti
of ;10%, is exact if the sodium and potassium broaden
rates are equal.

E. Dissociation limit of the repulsive curve

Predissociation is a highly selective process leading
rectly to product atomic states corresponding to the disso
tion limit of the molecular repulsive state inducing the pr
dissociation. In our experiment, we study the predissocia
process by monitoring the K(32D3/2)→K(4 2P1/2) atomic
fluorescence at 1.17mm. In order to determine whethe
K(3 2D3/2) is the only dissociation product, we also scan t
monochromator over the range 1.10–1.30mm when the two
laser frequencies are fixed to pump one of the p
dissociated states. At the operating temperature of 365
and argon pressure of 1.0 Torr, we observe emissi
at 1.17, 1.18, 1.24, and 1.25mm corresponding to
the K(32D3/2)→K(4 2P1/2), K(3 2D5/2)→K(4 2P3/2),
K(5 2S1/2)→K(4 2P1/2), and K(52S1/2)→K(4 2P3/2) transi-
tions, respectively. At this operating temperature and pr
sure, populations in the K(32DJ) fine-structure levels are
completely mixed by collisions, and there is also significa
mixing between 32DJ and 52S1/2.

To gain information on the dissociation limit, we reduc
the collision rate by lowering the oven temperature and
argon buffer gas pressure. We monitor atomic fluoresce
following pumping of the 61S1 levels ~v518, J530!, ~v
515, J540!, ~v519, J592!, and~v515, J594! at 257 °C
~the lowest temperature at which we are still able to det
atomic fluorescence when pumping most of these levels!. In
all cases at this low temperature, the 1.24 and 1.25mm
@K(5 2S1/2)→K(4 2PJ)# emissions are not observed, whi
the K(32D3/2) and K(32D5/2) fluorescence signals at 1.1
and 1.18mm, respectively, are always present with differe
ratios which are listed in Table III~a!. The 1.17mm/1.18mm
fluorescence ratios (I 1.17/I 1.18) measured for the 61S1(v
518, J530) and ~v515, J540! levels increase with de
creasing argon pressure, while the ratios measured for
(v519, J592! and ~v515, J594! levels are nearly con-
stant~within error bars!. This difference in the fluorescenc
ratio for high J’s ~J592, 94! and low J’s ~J530, 40! can
most likely be attributed to a different predissociation inte
action at highJ’s leading to a different dissociation limit
Atomic fluorescence signals associated with the~v515, J
540! level could be observed down toT5217 °C with no
buffer gas. Values ofI 1.17/I 1.18 following pumping of this
level are listed in Table III~b!, where it can be seen that the
are roughly constant for different temperatures. We belie
that the 61S1(v515, J540) atomic fluorescence ratios a
our most conclusive experimental data for determining
dissociation limit of the 61S1 predissociation process fo
lower J levels, since we were able to measure them to low
temperatures and without argon gas.

We base our conclusions on the data taken without
collisional mixing of the two 32DJ fine-structure levels due
to argon. However, at the temperatures usedT
, No. 4, 22 July 1997
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Downloaded¬19¬Jan
TABLE III. Ratio of 1.17 to 1.18mm fluorescence@K(3 2D3/2→4 2P1/2)/K(3
2D5/2→4 2P3/2)] at ~a! different

argon buffer gas pressures for different predissociating levels of the NaK 61S1 state, and~b! at different oven
temperatures and no argon gas for the predissociating level 61S1(v515, J540).

~a! I 1.17/I 1.18

6 1S1(v,J) T(°C)

Argon pressure~Torr!

2 1 0.75 0.5 0

~18,30! 257 0.6160.07 0.6760.08 0.7360.09 0.8460.10 0.9360.32
~15,40! 256 0.6360.05 1.4960.75
~19,92! 255 0.4360.10 0.4860.10 0.4060.12 0.3460.10 0.4360.20

0.5060.25
~15,94! 257 0.5560.04 0.6360.07 0.5760.10 0.6960.13 0.6460.30

0.7560.40
~b! I 1.17/I 1.18

6 1S1(v,J)

T(°C)

256 248 234 227 217

~15,40! 1.4960.75 1.5060.75 1.2260.31 1.4060.35 1.0060.40
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5217–256 °C), the potassium density30 ranged from 2.7
31014 to 1.231015 cm23 and thus collisions with ground
state potassium atoms can result in significant mixing
tween the two 32DJ levels. If the two states are complete
mixed, the fluorescence ratioI 1.17/I 1.18 should be;2/3 re-
flecting the statistical weights of the two levels. If only th
3 2D5/2 level was initially populated, the ratio would be ze
in the absence of mixing, and mixing could not increase
ratio to more than 2/3. Since we observe ratios larger t
2/3 ~except at highJ!, we conclude that the 32D3/2 fine-
structure level must be directly populated by the predisso
tion process. However, we cannot determine from our d
whether the 32D5/2 level is populated only by collisions or i
also directly populated by predissociation. This quest
could be answered by studies at lower temperatures w
the collisional mixing due to potassium would be negligib
However, we are unable to detect any measurable signa
temperatures below 217 °C. Molecular beam experime
may be required to answer this question definitively.

From the above information, we conclude that the st
causing the predissociation~at least for lowerJ values! must
be correlated with either the Na(32S1/2)1K(3 2D3/2) atomic
state limit only, or with both of the Na(32S1/2)
1K(3 2D3/2) and Na(32S1/2)1K(3 2D5/2) fine-structure
limits. Predissociation to the Na(32S1/2)1K(3 2D5/2) atomic
limit only can be definitely ruled out.

F. Predissociation rates

The predissociation rates can be obtained directly fr
the measured widths of the 61S1(v,J)←2(A)1S1(v8,J8)
absorption lines. The linewidth is given by Eq.~4!. An esti-
mate of the natural linewidth,Gnat ~which is the sum of the
radiative decay rates of the upper and lower levels of
transition!, is found from studying the dependence of t
linewidths of transitions involving nonpredissociating leve
on the alkali and argon densities. The various 61S1(v
,14,J), 6 1S1(v514, J,44), and 61S1(v515, J,28)
levels lie lower than the Na(3S)1K(3D) dissociation limit,
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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and therefore do not predissociate. Thus, for these levels
can setGpred50 in Eq. ~4!. We use the valueskbr

Ar5(1.1
60.2)31028 and kbr

K5~1.160.6!31028 cm3 s21 for the ar-
gon and potassium line broadening rate coefficients. Th
are the averages of the values obtained for the various t
sitions studied~see Sec. III D!. The alkali densities are cal
culated from the Nesmeyanov formulas.30 For these mea-
surements of the absolute predissociation rates,
experimental conditions wereT5365 °C andP(Ar!51.0
Torr. Once the collisional contributionskbr

ArnAr1kbr
KnK

1kbr
NanNa;kbr

ArnAr1kbr
K @nk1nNa# have been removed from

the average linewidth (5.23108 s21583 MHz of the nonpre-
dissociating levels, we find that the natural radiative r
is given by Gnat5~1.960.9!3108 s21 or Dnnat
5~30615! MHz. Although the radiative rates may vary from
level to level, we take this measured value to representGnat

for all NaK 61S1(v,J)←2(A)1S1(v8,J8) transitions.
We measured total linewidths for different transitio

involving various 61S1(v,J) levels forv515, 17, 18, 19,
and 20 and forJ’s ranging from 9 to 94. Scans showin
typical excitation line shapes are displayed in Fig.
Total atomic K(32D3/2→4 2P1/2) and molecular
NaK@6 1S1(v,J)→1(X)1S1(v9,J61) fluorescence signal
are monitored as the probe laser is scanned over various
6 1S1(v,J)←2(A)1S1(v8,J8) transitions. Two indepen-
dent indications of predissociation are evident in these
nals. First, predissociation results in broadening of the sp
tral lines ~due to shortening of the upper state lifetime! as
described by Eq.~4!. Second, the shorter lifetime of th
strongly predissociating level results in a decrease of m
lecular~violet band! fluorescence relative to the atomic fluo
rescence.~In the case of nonpredissociating levels such
v514, J531, the atomic fluorescence results from col
sional processes described in Sec. III D.! It can be seen in the
figure that these two indications are consistent. However,
broadening provides a more quantitative measure of the
dissociation process. The absolute predissociation rates
obtained by subtracting the natural linewidth and collision
, No. 4, 22 July 1997
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FIG. 6. Probe laser scans over various NaK 61S1(v,J)←2(A)1S1(v8,J8) transitions. In each scan, both the atomic K(32D3/2→4 2P1/2) and molecular
NaK@6 1S1(v,J)→1(X)1S1(v9,J61) fluorescence signals are monitored.~a! v514, J531; ~b! v516, J531; ~c! v518, J531; and~d! v518, J535.
The line-center frequency of the transition is given in each panel. In all cases, the fluorescence signals are measured on an arbitrary scale, but
atomic/molecular intensity scales are the same for all panels. Note that the strongly predissociating 61S1(v,J) levels~i.e., thev518 levels! are characterized
by broad lines and large atomic/molecular fluorescence ratios.
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rates from the measured linewidths using Eq.~4!. The total
linewidths were measured with an accuracy of about
MHz. However, the uncertainty in the absolute predissoc
tion rates is;40 MHz due to the correction for the colli
sional and radiative contributions.

For each of the vibrational levels studied, we plot t
absolute predissociation rates as a function of the rotatio
quantum numberJ as shown in Fig. 7. A listing of all mea
sured predissociation rates is available in a separate P
document.22 While the strongest predissociationsGpred'1.6
3109 to 9.43109 s21 occur for v518 and show a strong
resonance behavior centered onJ529, the data for some
other v levels show an oscillatoryJ dependence that sug
gests a variation in the bound and free state vibrational o
lap integral. Although the rates for these levels are relativ
small ~ranging from 0 to;83108 s21!, it is clear that there
is some oscillatory behavior with increasingJ for J’s ,70,
followed by a general increase in the rates with increas
J at higher values.

G. Predissociation interaction type

Figure 8 shows the six molecular potentials which d
sociate to the Na(3S)1K(3D) asymptote~according to the
calculations of Magnier and Millie´15! along with the 61S1

state potential obtained in the present work. It can be s
that 61S1 is crossed by the 53S1 state on its right limb,
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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and by the 31P state on both limbs. The calculations o
Stevenset al.14 also show crossings of the 61S1 state po-
tential with the 53S1 and 31P states on the right limb, as
well as a crossing with the 33P state on the right limb.~The
Magnier calculations show an avoided crossing of the 33P
and 43P states forcing the former to have a double min
mum.! Figure 9 presents a correlation diagram showing h
the Hund’s case~a! or ~b! molecular states at small internu
clear separation first transform into Hund’s case~c! states
and then into the Na(32S1/2)1K(3 2DJ) separated atom lim-
its with increasing separation. The smallR limits are based
on the ordering of Magnier and Millie´15 ~which is identical to
that of Stevenset al.14! at R58 a0 ~4.23 Å!. Note that the
potassium 32DJ levels are inverted.

20 From this diagram, we
find that all three states (53S1, 3 1P, and 33P! correlate
with the Na(32S1/2)1K(3 2D3/2) limit.

The rates of predissociation are directly related to
type of perturbative interaction causing the predissociati
and to the overlap of the vibrational wave functions of t
bound and free states. In general,Gpred52puHv,J;E,Ju2,
whereHv,J;E,J is the matrix element of the interaction cau
ing the predissociation which couples the bound statev, J to
the continuum state represented byE, J.31 If the matrix el-
ement of the interaction is assumed to be independent ofR or
to vary linearly with R, then it can be factored asGpred

52p(Hel)
2u^cv,J(R)ucE,J(R)&u2, whereHel is the constant
, No. 4, 22 July 1997
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1102 Z. J. Jabbour and J. Huennekens: Predissociation of NaK
electronic factor~if the interaction is independent ofR! or
the electronic factor evaluated at theR-centroid value
~if the interaction varies linearly with R!. Here,
u^cv,J(R)ucE,J(R)&u2 is the differential Franck–Condo
factor, assuming that the continuum state wave funct
cE,J(R) is energy normalized. If the interaction isJ depen-
dent ~i.e., for DVÞ0 interactions!, then a similar analysis
yields Gpred52p(Hel)

2u^cv,J(R)u\2/2mR2ucE,J(R)&u2

3 @J(J 1 1) 2 V(V 1 1)# > 2p(Hel)
2(\2/2mRc

2)2

3u ^cv,J(R)ucE,J(R)&u2@J(J1 1)2 V(V 1 1)#, whereRc is
the internuclear separation of the crossing between the bo
and continuum states.31

If the interactionHel between the bound and unboun
states is independent ofJ, the dependence of the prediss
ciation rate onJ directly reflects the dependence of the rad
wave function overlap integral onJ. This in turn, is a func-

FIG. 7. Absolute predissociation rates vsJ for different vibrational levels.
The data forv515 andv518 correspond to the vertical scale on the le
while those forv517, 19, and 20 correspond to the vertical scale on
right.

FIG. 8. NaK states near the Na(32S)1K(3 2D) separated atom limit. The
thin solid curves are the Magnier and Millie´ ~Ref. 15! theoretical potentials
correlating at large separation to the Na(32S)1K(3 2D) asymptote. The
thick solid curve is the 61S1 potential @correlating to the Na(32S)
1K(5 2P) asymptote#, determined experimentally in the present work. T
zero of energy is taken to be the Na(32S)1K(3 2D) separated atom limit.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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tion of the curve crossing scheme. Mulliken has classifi
the various curve crossing schemes according to the labe
b, and c, which indicate whether the energy of the cross
point is equal to, below, or above the dissociation energy
the continuum state causing the predissociation.32 In addi-
tion, the superscripts2, i , and 1, are used to indicate
whetherRc is less than, equal to, or greater than the equi
rium separation of the bound state, or 0 is used to indic
that the states do not cross.32 Depending on the crossin
scheme and on the steepness of the curves, the two w
functions will come into and out of phase as we move fro
one vibrational level to another, or from one rotational lev
to another. In this case, the maximum predissociation
occurs when the overlap is a maximum, and this usua
occurs for bound state levels with energies near the cu
crossing point. In the present case, the largest predissocia
rates are observed forv518, and from this observation w
might conclude that the bound and free state curve cros
must occur nearv518 of the 61S1 state. If this hypothesis
is correct, the dependence of the predissociation rates ov
and J could, in principle, be predicted by assuming a p
ticular picture of the curve crossing and calculating the ov
lap integrals between the corresponding bound and free s
wave functions. The shape of the free state could then
varied until good agreement is achieved between the
served and calculatedv andJ dependences of the prediss
ciation rates.31,33 However, based on the theoretical pote
tials of Ref. 15~see Fig. 8! it appears likely that the crossin
points of 61S1 with the 53S1 and 31P states occur below
the Na(32S)1K(3 2D) asymptote ~Mulliken’s type b1

crossing!, and thus well below the turning point o
6 1S1(v518). Predissociation of 61S1 by 33P would be
classified as type b0 predissociation, since these two states
not cross at all according to the theoretical curves. Moreo
due to the sensitivity of the overlap integrals to the wa

e

FIG. 9. Correlation diagram for the NaK molecule at the Na(32S)
1K(3 2D) dissociation limit. The diagram shows the transition from t
Hund’s case~a! or ~b! molecular states on the left~the ordering is that given
by the theoretical potentials of Ref. 15 atR58 a0! into the Hund’s case~c!
states, and finally into the separated atom limits on the right. Note that
potassium 32DJ levels are inverted~Ref. 20!.
, No. 4, 22 July 1997
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1103Z. J. Jabbour and J. Huennekens: Predissociation of NaK
functions, in order to obtain any reliable results from t
calculations, the bound state must be known with better
curacy than we now possess~especially near the outer turn
ing point!.

The selection rules for predissociation areDJ50,
1 } 2, and in additionDL50, 61, andDS50, 61 in
Hund’s case~a! or ~b!, andDV50, 61 in Hund’s case~c!.
The 33P state correlates to both Na(32S1/2)1K(3 2D3/2)
and Na(32S1/2)1K(3 2D5/2) atomic limits, and can caus
predissociation of the 61S1 state through spin–orbit inter
actions$specifically the3P01 component@which correlates
to the Na(32S1/2)1K(3 2D3/2) limit # interacts with 61S1%.
The 31P and 53S1 states correlate only to th
Na(32S1/2)1K(3 2D3/2) atomic limit, and can interact with
6 1S1 through theL-uncoupling operator~gyroscopic per-
turbations!, which increase withJ. However, nonadiabatic
mixing between states of the same symmetry can resu
some dissociation to the Na(32S1/2)1K(3 2D5/2) limit. Al-
though it is difficult to pinpoint the exact nature of th
6 1S1 state predissociation, we believe the 31P or 5 3S1

state is most likely responsible for the predissociation
served at highJ while 3 3P is probably responsible for th
predissociation observed at intermediateJ.

While the argument of a curve crossing on the outer li
of 6 1S1 might be adequate to interpret our intermediateJ
data, it does not explain the fact that the largest predisso
tion rates forv518 are three to ten times larger than t
peak rates measured for the other vibrational levels. T
implies that the predissociation ofv518 might be caused by
a different interaction than that causing the predissociatio
the other vibrational levels. Therefore, it is possible that
resonance behavior atv518 is not due to a curve crossing
that point, but rather to an accidental predissociation, wh
the initial 61S1 state is perturbed by another state, and t
second state in turn undergoes predissociation by yet ano
state. An accidental predissociation is difficult to character
because it involves two perturbative interactions and th
potential curves. For accidental predissociation, the 61S1

state must be perturbed by another state with an interac
which satisfies the perturbation selection rules. The s
causing the perturbation is then perturbed by the continu
of a third state that causes the former to predissociate. H
the predissociation selection rules~which are the same as th
selection rules for perturbations! must again be satisfied. A
attractive possibility is that the 61S1 state interacts with the
4 3P state via spin–orbit interactions, and the latter state
predissociated by nonadiabatic interactions with the 33P
state. However, further speculation should be left until ad
tional experimental and theoretical work provides a m
accurate mapping of the NaK potentials in this energy
gion.

Homogeneous interactions~DV50! are independent o
J ~Ref. 31! and therefore cannot explain the observed
crease of predissociation rates withJ at highJ ~see Fig. 7!.
However, heterogeneous~J-dependent! gyroscopic predisso
ciations exhibit a quadratic dependence onJ. Gyroscopic
predissociation of the 61S1 state by 31P or 5 3S1 is pos-
sible according to the selection rules for heterogeneous
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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dissociation@DS50 ~weak selection rule! and DV561#.
The predissociation rates forv515 show a consistent in
crease with the rotational quantum numberJ, without show-
ing any oscillations. The nearly quadratic dependence of
rates onJ for v515 implies that the interaction might be du
to gyroscopic predissociation. This interpretation is cons
tent with our measured values ofI 1.17/I 1.18 ~see Sec. III E!,
which led us to conclude that the predissociation mechan
was different at high and lowJ.

H. Collisional processes involving excitation transfer
between rotational levels of the NaK 2( A )1S1

state

1. J-changing collisions

We have observed collisional excitation transfer betwe
different rotational levels of the 2(A)1S1 state,

NaK~v,J!1P ——→
kJ→J8
P

NaK~v,J8!1P, ~5!

whereP represents the perturber which can be any of
species present in the vapor~Ar, K, Na, K2, NaK, Na2! and
kJ→J8
P , is the rate coefficient for the process. This pheno
enon results in the appearance of satellite lines~see Fig. 10!
that are observed when the frequency of the Ti–sapp
laser is scanned in the vicinity of a specifi
6 1S1(v,J)←2(A)1S1(v8,J8) transition, after the
2(A)1S1(v8,J8) level has been prepared by pumping with
separate laser on a particular transition from the grou
1(X)1S1 state. These satellite lines correspond to transiti
involving nearbyJ8 levels of theA state that are populate
through collisions; i.e., 61S1(v,J61,J62,...)
←2(A)1S1(v8,J861,J862,...).

An approximate rate coefficient for this process can
determined from the relative intensities of the main peak a
the satellite lines, combined with a simple rate equat
model. The change in density of atoms in the collisiona
populated rotational levels can be represented by rate e
tions of the following form:

dnJ86n

dt
5RJ8→J86nnJ82GJ86nnJ86n . ~6!

Here,RJ8→J86n is the rate of population transfer from th
J8 to J86n level andGJ86n is the radiative decay rate out o
the J86n level. Back transfer from levelJ86n to level J8
can be neglected. In steady state, Eq.~6! yields the ratio of
the populations in theJ86n and J8 levels, (nJ86n/nJ8)
5(RJ8→J86n /GJ86n). The ratio of the satellite to main line
intensities, shown in Fig. 10~a!, is approximately propor-
tional to this ratio. From the data of Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!, we
obtain the intensity ratio~0.04160.010! for the DJ8511
excitation transfer collision, which yieldsRJ8→J811

5(0.041)GJ811 . An absolute value ofRJ8→J811 could be
obtained if the radiative rateGJ811 was known. Since
GJ811 is on the order of 23108 s21 ~corresponding to a 5 ns
lifetime!, we obtain an approximate valueRJ8→J811'8.2
3106 s21. The J-changing collision rate coefficien
, No. 4, 22 July 1997
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1104 Z. J. Jabbour and J. Huennekens: Predissociation of NaK
kJ8→J811
P can then be calculated fromRJ8→J811 and the per-
turber number density~np;2.631016 cm23 at T5365 °C!,

kJ8→J811
P

5
RJ8→J811

np
'3.1310210 cm3 s21650%,

~7a!

Similarly, we obtain

kJ8→J812
P

5
RJ8→J812

np
'2.6310210 cm3 s21650%

~7b!

and

kJ8→J813
P

5
RJ8→J813

np
'0.84310210 cm3 s21650%

~7c!

for collisional transitions of12 and13 rotational units, re-
spectively. These data were taken under conditions where

FIG. 10. ~a! Ti–sapphire laser frequency scan showing the main line co
sponding to the 61S1(v513, J531)←2(A)1S1(v516, J530) transition
~13 215.798 cm21 line-center frequency,;80 MHz linewidth!, and the sat-
ellite peaks labeledDJ512, DJ511, DJ521, andDJ522 @identified
as 61S1(v513, J533)←2(A)1S1(v516, J532), 61S1(v513, J
532)←2(A)1S1(v516, J531), 61S1(v513, J530)←2(A)1S1(v
516, J529), and 61S1(v513, J529)←2(A)1S1(v516, J528)]. ~b!
Sensitivity increased by a factor of 10 clearly showing the relative am
tudes of the satellite lines and their linewidths~;180 MHz!. The broad
feature between the main peak and theDJ511 peak in~b! is an unidenti-
fied Doppler-broadened transition from the ground state involving two pr
laser photons~rather than one pump and one probe photon used in
two-step transitions!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107

Downloaded¬19¬Jan¬2001¬¬to¬128.180.23.36.¬¬Redistribution¬subject¬
he

oven was operated in the heat-pipe mode. Thus we ass
that the majority of the perturbers are potassium atoms
this case. The major sources of error in these rate coeffici
are uncertainties inGJ86n and in the potassium density. Not
that the above results on rotational energy transfer are b
upon collisional transitions involving only one initial leve
2(A)1S1(v8516, J8530). Clearly a more comprehensiv
study is desirable.

2. Velocity-changing collisions

A careful inspection of the widths of the lines resultin
from the excitation transfer between different rotational le
els discussed above shows that the lines originating fro
collisionally populated level are broader than those direc
pumped by the laser. Figure 10~a! shows a probe laser fre
quency scan over a few of these lines, while Fig. 10~b!
shows the same lines on a much more sensitive scale w
the linewidths can be measured. It is clear from analysis
this figure that the collisionally populated levels give rise
spectral lines which are;100 MHz broader than the mai
line.

We attribute this broadening effect to velocity-changi
collisions. The narrow bandwidth of the ring dye laser us
to pump theA state level results in excitation of a sing
velocity class. When molecules in the level (v8,J8) undergo
state-changing collisions, they simultaneously experience
locity changes which tend to thermalize their velocity dist
bution. If the collision rate was much larger than the rad
tive rate, the excited molecules would undergo a series
these velocity-changing collisions. Under such conditio
the velocity distribution would become completely therm
ized and the velocity spread would then reflect a Maxwe
Boltzmann distribution. In the present case, only one or t
collisions occur within a radiative lifetime, and thus the the
malization is far from complete. The details of the therm
ization process depend on the type of interaction between
NaK molecule in a particularJ8 level of theA state, and the
perturbing species causing the state- and velocity-chan
process. In order to draw any conclusions about the type
interaction causing the velocity-changing collision proce
further investigations are needed, and this will be the topic
a future experiment planned in our lab. The dependenc
the line shape on the argon and alkali metal densities
provide information on the dominant perturbing species,
thermalization process, and the NaK–Ar and NaK–alkali
teraction potentials. These potentials are not currently av
able, either from experiment or theory.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out two-step excitation of the 61S1

state of NaK in order to study the bound–bou
6 1S1→1(X)1S1 molecular fluorescence and predissoc
tion of the 61S1 state to the Na(32S1/2)1K(3 2DJ) sepa-
rated atom limit. From analysis of the 61S1←2(A)1S1 ex-
citation spectra and experimental 61S1→1(X)1S1 band
Franck–Condon factors, we obtained molecular consta
describing the 61S1 state.
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1105Z. J. Jabbour and J. Huennekens: Predissociation of NaK
Widths of individual 61S1(v,J861)
←2(A)1S1(v8,J8) excitation lines are determined by coll
sional broadening and the lifetimes of the levels. The la
depend upon the natural radiative rates and the 61S1(v,J8
61) level predissociation rates. We measured broaden
rates for several 61S1(v,J861)←2(A)1S1(v8,J8) transi-
tions due to collisions with argon and potassium perturb
By correcting the total linewidth for collisional and natur
broadening we have mapped the 61S1 state predissociation
rates on a level by level basis forv ranging from 15 to 20
and J values in the range 9–94. We have also obser
state-changing and velocity-changing collisions of NaK m
ecules in the 2(A)1S1(v8516, J8530) level interacting
with potassium and argon perturbers.
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